Rates of character evolution in macroevolutionary datasets are typically estimated by 25 maximizing the likelihood function of a continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model of 26 character evolution over all possible histories of character state change, a technique known as 27 maximum average likelihood. An alternative approach is to estimate ancestral character states 28 independently of rates using parsimony and to then condition likelihood-based estimates of 29 transition rates on the resulting ancestor-descendant reconstructions. We use maximum 30 parsimony reconstructions of possible pathways of evolution to implement this alternative 31 approach for single-character datasets simulated on empirical phylogenies using a two-state 32 CTMC. We find that transition rates estimated using parsimonious ancestor-descendant 33 reconstructions have lower mean squared error than transition rates estimated by maximum 34 average likelihood. Although we use a binary state character for exposition, the approach 35 remains valid for an arbitrary number of states. Finally, we show how this method can be used to 36 rapidly and easily detect phylogenetic variation in tempo and mode of character evolution with 37 two empirical examples from squamates. These results highlight the mutually informative roles 38 of parsimony and likelihood when testing hypotheses of character evolution in macroevolution. 39 40
INTRODUCTION
Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC) are commonly used in macroevolution to 48 model the evolution of discrete characters to make inferences about evolutionary rates and 49 patterns of change. Because the historical sequence of ancestor-descendant character state 50 changes in most cases is not directly observed, statistical inference about Markov chain models 51 is typically performed by summing over all possible histories of character evolution that could 52 have resulted in the observed distribution of character states among living species using the well-53 known peeling algorithm (Felsenstein 1981 ). This technique, sometimes referred to as 54 "maximum average likelihood" (Steel & Penny 2000) , weights each possible evolutionary 55 pathway by its probability of generating the observed data, and the resulting parameter estimates 56 are therefore not conditioned on any particular history of character evolution. Pagel (1999) terms 57 these "global estimators" and they are recommended as best practice by Mooers & Schluter 58 (1999) and the only implementation available in most commonly used software packages in 59 macroevolution (e.g., Paradis et al. 2004; Revell 2012; FitzJohn 2014) . 60
An alternative approach to maximum average likelihood, termed "most-parsimonious 61 likelihood", is to estimate both the unknown internal node states and the unknown transition 62 rates simultaneously using likelihood (Barry and Hartigan 1987) . Goldman (1990) refers to 63 internal node states as "incidental parameters", since they are realizations of a random process, 64 and raises concerns about the statistical consistency of such estimates. Perhaps as a result, most-65 parsimonious likelihood techniques do not appear to be used in common practice. Alternatively, 66 internal node states can be estimated independently (using parsimony), and likelihood estimates 67 of transition rate parameters can be made by conditioning on these possible parsimonious 68 pathways of evolution. In a macroevolutionary context, Janson (1992) appears to have been the 69 first to use such an approach in a study of seed dispersal syndromes in plants. Some properties of 70 these estimators were later studied by Sanderson (1993) . The approach has received little 71 attention since these two early works. 72
Here we revisit the approach of conditioning transition rate estimates on parsimonious 73 ancestral state reconstructions, an approach we term parsimony-informed likelihood. We find 74 that transition rates estimated using parsimony-informed likelihood have lower mean-squared 75 error than rates estimated using maximum average likelihood and that this difference is 76 accentuated in simulations where likelihood-ratio tests support an asymmetric model over a 77 symmetric model of character evolution. We then show how the simple form of the parsimony-78 informed likelihood estimator leads to a rapid way of exploring datasets for phylogenetic 79 variation in tempo and mode of character evolution. 80
MATERIALS & METHODS 82
General theoretical background 83
Given an assignment of character states to each node in a phylogeny the likelihood of the 84 observed character state data at the terminal nodes is the product of state-to-state transition 85 probabilities over all ancestor-descendant pairs. The full likelihood is computed by summing 86 these evolutionary pathway likelihoods over all possible histories of character evolution that 87 could have given rise to the observed character state data using Felsenstein's (1981) peeling 88 algorithm. We refer to transition rates estimated with this method as maximum average 89 likelihood rates, abbreviated MAV. In the general multistate case, the transition probabilities 90 used in the peeling algorithm are computed by solving the matrix exponential exp(Qt), where Q 91 is the matrix of transition rates and t is the branch length separating ancestor and descendant.
However, the simple two-state case like the kind used in this study permits an analytic solution 93
given by, 94 , and "# and #" are the forward and reverse transition 103 rates, respectively. 104
Parsimony-informed likelihood begins by restricting attention only to the histories of 105 character of evolution inferred with maximum parsimony (MP). There will often be more than 106 one MP history and the set of MP histories will be a subset of the character histories used in the 107 computation of the maximum average likelihood. By treating these ancestor-descendant state 108 reconstructions as "observations" sampled from a CTMC at random time points we can estimate 109 the transition probability matrix of the discrete-time Markov chain embedded within the CTMC. occurred. In practice, these probabilities are calculated by sampling MP histories of character evolution using Fitch's three algorithms (1971) . We estimated this matrix by sampling 1000 MP 117 histories such that each permissible state-to-state transition had uniform weight. In actuality, the 118 number of MP histories can be much larger than this. If we further assume that the random time 119 points at which we "observe" the CTMC are independent of the process of character evolution 120 and distributed according to a Poisson process, we can use 6 to estimate the transition rate 121 matrix Q of the CTMC. This is, 122
Where H is the estimated rate of the Poisson process that generates the time points at which we 124 observe the chain's state. In this study, we take H =
, the number of nodes divided by the 125 summed branch length of the phylogeny. For a two-state model 6 is simply, 126
This estimator is derived by Karr (1991, pp. 384-386) . It was used by Janson (1992) in a study of 128 plant dispersal syndromes that remains a lucid but under cited discussion of the role of Markov 129 models in macroevolutionary inference. Although we present results for only two states the 130 method is applicable to any number of states (i.e., for K states
Note that H does not influence the relative values of the estimated rate matrix. Only the pattern of 132 transitions (including apparent stasis) affects the relative values. This is an important difference 133 from the MAV estimator used in standard practice, which is also affected by variation in branch 134 lengths over which transitions occur. We refer to rates estimated with this method as parsimony-135 informed likelihood transition rates, abbreviated PIL. 136
From a computational perspective PIL has a clear advantage over MAV because it 137 requires only a single matrix inversion instead of repeated matrix exponentiation, which makes 138 PIL more feasible for datasets with many character states. A disadvantage of PIL is that it can 139 lead to undefined transition rates when change is rare enough that not all possible transitions are 140 observed in parsimony reconstructions. A second potential advantage is that 6 TUV may be less 141 variable and therefore less prone to error than 6 WXY because 6 TUV is conditioned on a minimal 142 set of character state changes needed to explain the data. We explore this possibility in the 143 simulations described below. 144 145
Simulations 146
We simulated 100 single-character datasets on each of 50 empirical phylogenies using a 147 two-state CTMC model of discrete character evolution. To ensure simulated character datasets 148 were evolved on phylogenies with realistic branch length distributions, we obtained empirical 149 phylogenies by randomly sampling clades containing between 100 and 1,000 terminal nodes 150 from a recent phylogeny of ray-finned fishes (Rabosky et al. 2018) . For each simulation we 151 chose model parameters and such that the probability of state identity between every ancestor 152 and descendant pair was at least one-half. In other words, simulations were parameterized such 153 that a change of state from ancestor to descendant was never more probable than retaining the 154 ancestral state. This property does not preclude simulations from having a fast rate of evolution, 155 but it does require that transition rates become more symmetrical as the rate of evolution 156 increases. For each simulated dataset we estimated and using the MAV and PIL estimators 157 discussed above. When performing MAV estimates we used both an unconstrained and a 158 constrained ( = 1) model. Our rationale for fitting a constrained model to simulated datasets is 159 that in practice researchers will often select an unconstrained model for analysis only when a 160 likelihood ratio test indicates it substantially improves model fit over a constrained model. We low rates cannot be estimated, but if it is too high there will be no opportunity to test for 170 variation in tempo and mode. We used a value of 10 in our analysis. Second, for each of these 171 clades compute the maximum average likelihood of their data using their clade-specific 6 TUV as 172 well as the tree-wide 6 TUV . The magnitude of the log-ratio formed from these two likelihoods 173 will be an indicator of how strongly the rate and pattern of character state changes in the clade 174 differs from the rest of the phylogeny. For a two-state character the log-ratio should be at least 4 175 before concluding that a clade displays a significantly different tempo and mode of character 176 evolution than the rest of the phylogeny. This is only a heuristic since we do not actually fit a 177 model with multiple rate matrices. Its value can be derived by assuming the clade-specific log-178 likelihood ratio represents the difference in log-likelihoods between a model with and without a 179 clade-specific rate-matrix and by requiring a minimum difference of zero in the AIC between 180 these two models before accepting the model with the clade-specific rate-matrix. When we used PIL to detect phylogenetic variation in tempo and mode in datasets 199 simulated with no variation in tempo and mode, from 0% -11% of simulations showed clades 200 with significant departures in tempo and mode from the rest of the phylogeny. Pooling 201 simulations across all phylogenies, only 2.6% of simulations detected significant phylogenetic 202 variation in tempo and mode. Using stricter criteria (i.e. requiring more character state changes 203 and a higher log-likelihood ratio) would further lower these percentages. These values indicate 204 that the test does not readily identify variation in tempo and mode where none exists. When we 205 applied the test to two previously analyzed empirical datasets it identified sets of clades showing 206 variable tempo and mode that were in broad agreement with previous analyses that used 207 computationally intensive MCMC techniques for the same purpose (Fig. 3, 4 ). We note that each 208 of these two empirical applications of the test requires only a few seconds, permitting rapid 209 exploration of datasets for clades with variable tempo and mode. 210
DISCUSSION 212
In this study we show that maximum average likelihood estimates of transition rates for 213 continuous-time Markov chain models of single-character evolution can be improved by using 214 parsimonious ancestral state reconstructions to inform their calculation. We also show how this 215 approach leads to a simple, fast, and effective means of detecting among-clade variation in 216 tempo and mode of character evolution. 217
To see how combining parsimony and likelihood might be applied to other problems in 218 macroevolutionary inference consider Pagel's (1994) One of the reasons a parsimony-informed approach may be underutilized is that it 230 conditions transition rate estimates on parsimony reconstructions that assume an equally-231 weighted cost matrix, and parsimony does not provide any criteria for justifying this assumption 232 (Ree and Donoghue 1999) . However, the use of simple parsimony makes the approach 233 conservative. If we detect differences in transition rates among states based on reconstructions 234 derived from a cost matrix that assumes there are no differences, we can reasonably conclude 235 that differences exist (Maddison 1994 ). Furthermore, the alternative, which is to ignore 236 parsimony, conditions transition rate estimates on histories of character evolution for which there 237 is no empirical evidence, or which could be rejected on the grounds of implausibility. For many 238 macroevolutionary datasets we are not interested in those histories as they are unlikely to affect 239 our conclusions, and it is reasonable to ignore them in the computation of the likelihood. In some 240 cases, conditioning rate estimates on the universe of possible histories may actually be 241 misleading. For example, if we attempt to reconstruct the reproductive mode of the most recent 242 common ancestor of living squamates using a Markov model that ignores parsimony it favors a 243 viviparous ancestor at almost two-to-one odds (Pyron and Burbrink 2014) . This result is almost 244 certainly incorrect given what we know about the biology of squamate reproductive mode (Shine 245 2014). The conventional reason given for the model's failure in this case is the presence of 246 phylogenetic variation in tempo and mode that the model does not account for (King and Lee 247 2015) . While this may be part of the reason, it is worth noting that if we fit the exact same model 248 but condition transition rate estimates on parsimony reconstructions it now favors an oviparous 249 ancestor at almost twenty-to-one odds, a result that is much more plausible but, from a 250 (unconditioned) Markov chain model's perspective, not as probable. 251
So far, the discussion has not addressed why mean-squared error in transition rates is 252 lower using parsimony-informed likelihood compared to maximum average likelihood. We 253 suggest this is in part because conditioning rate estimates on parsimony reconstructions helps to 254 reduce the variance in parameter estimates that comes from incorporating the contributions of all 255 possible pathways of evolution. This seems to be most clearly the case for estimates of , the 256 sum of forward and reverse transition rates (Fig. 2) . The parsimony-informed likelihood 257 estimates show a clear negative bias compared to the constrained maximum average likelihood 258 estimates but also less variance, which drives overall mean-squared down. Interestingly, 259 unconstrained maximum average likelihood estimates of show a strong positive bias and 260 substantially more variance than either of the two other estimators. This positive bias has been 261 noted before (Beaulieu & O'Meara 2016) and is an intrinsic property of the related discrete-time 262 ML estimators studied by Sanderson (1993) . 263
An unexpected result was the increase in mean-squared error we observed among the 264 unconstrained MAV estimates when we examined only the subset of simulations where an 265 unconstrained (asymmetric) model was favored over a constrained (symmetric) model by a 266 likelihood-ratio test. This is cause for concern because it indicates that the rule we use to select a 267 more complicated model over a simpler model also selects for situations that lead to greater 268 estimation errors. Precisely why we observe a difference in performance of the two estimators is 269 not known, but it appears that conditioning estimates on parsimony reconstructions acts to shrink 270 the estimate of toward 1, which prevents the more extreme biased estimates observed with the 271 MAV estimator. 272
Finally, we conclude with some remarks on how the results of this study might be 273 affected by a different simulation procedure. Recall that all simulated datasets were generated 274 such that the probability of a net state change from ancestor to descendant was never more 275 probable than retaining the ancestral state. This does not preclude simulations from having a high 276 rate of character evolution, but it does mean that when the rate of character evolution is high the 277 generating model is close to symmetrical. In this case, the likelihood of the model is not 278 influenced by the polarity of state changes and is a decreasing function of the number of 279 character state changes (Tuffley and Steel 1997; Lewis 2001) . This helps explain the good 280 performance of parsimony-informed likelihood even when rates of character evolution are high. 281
The possible pathways of character state change that the model assigns a high likelihood closely 282 align with MP pathways. If we did not impose conservative behavior on our simulations it would 283 create a situation where the outcome of a net state change from ancestor to descendant was more 284 likely than the outcome of retaining the ancestral state for at least some, and potentially a large 285 fraction, of the branches in a phylogeny. We do not believe that this is a plausible description of 286 the macroevolutionary process of character evolution. Nonetheless, even in such a situation it is 287 not immediately clear that the performance of the parsimony-informed likelihood approach 288 discussed here would decrease relative to maximum average likelihood because the loss in 289 phylogenetic signal engendered by such a process seems likely to increase the variance of 290 parameter estimates made without the information added by parsimony. mode across the snake tree of life. Rate matrices were estimated using maximum likelihood 380 conditioned on histories of character evolution inferred with parsimony for clades with at least 381 10 parsimony-inferred changes. Each clade-specific rate matrix was then compared to the rate-382 matrix for the whole tree. If the log-likelihood of the data in the subtree formed by a clade was at 383 least 4 log-likelihood units greater under its clade-specific rate matrix than under the tree-wide 384 rate matrix its branches were colored according to the parameters of that matrix. Data from Davis 385 Rabosky et al. (2016) . 386
